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Foreword
Making software is hard, and it’s difficult to know how to get better at it.
There’s always so much stuff to learn, and so many competing opinions about
the right way to do things. And yet somehow here you are, about to read
another book full of ideas you’re apparently supposed to remember.
Well, the truth is that you can make software just fine without writing tests, and
you can write tests just fine without using RSpec, so you’ll be okay if you stop
reading now. But if you decide to keep going, you’ll discover something interesting: writing tests with RSpec is a great way to get really good at making software.
That’s because RSpec isn’t just a testing framework. It’s a tool for learning
how to think critically, patiently, and systematically about the design of your
code, and how to make software in a methodical way so you have confidence
that it’s well organized, clear, and correct.
It’s also the product of an ongoing experiment. Over the last decade or so,
RSpec’s users have refined the way they write programs and the strategies
they use to test them, and RSpec itself has continually changed to reflect
these emerging decisions. In recent years it’s settled down into a stable,
crystalline form: a kind of executable document of what all those programmers
learned from their iterated successes and failures.
As a result, each feature in RSpec is there for a good reason. It was put there
by a developer like you, to address a problem like the ones you face every
time you write code. There’s an art to appreciating this gallery of features as
a unified whole and settling into the state of mind it wants you to adopt. You
could spend months memorizing all of RSpec’s methods and options and
fiddly bits, yet still be none the wiser about how to use your tests to drive
your implementation decisions and steer your design toward simplicity.
After all, the big challenge of test-driven development isn’t knowing how to
write tests, but knowing how to listen to them. For your tests to be worth the
bytes they’re written in, they must be able to speak to you about how well
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the underlying program is designed and implemented—and, crucially, you
must be able to hear them. The words and ideas baked into RSpec are carefully chosen to heighten your sensitivity to this kind of feedback. As you play
with its expressive little pieces you’ll develop a taste for what a good test looks
like, and the occasional stumble over a test that now seems harder or uglier
or way more annoying than necessary will start you on a journey of discovery
that leads to a better design for that part of your codebase.
Myron and Ian have excellent taste and a keen ear for the feedback that tests
can provide. This book unpacks the hard-won wisdom of RSpec’s feature set
and translates it into gentle, practical, actionable advice for your own code.
By the time you’ve completely internalized everything here, you’ll have acquired
that elusive meta-skill: judgment, the ability to make your own decisions
about how to do things right.
Tom Stuart
London, May 2017
Author of Understanding Computation
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